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THE 1-, 2-, AND 3-CHARACTERS DETERMINE A GROUP
H.-J. HOEHNKE AND K. W. JOHNSON
Abstract.
A set of invariants for a finite group is described. These arise naturally from Frobenius' early work on the group determinant and provide an
answer to a question of Brauer. Whereas it is well known that the ordinary
character table of a group does not determine the group uniquely, it is a consequence of the results presented here that a group is determined uniquely by its
"3-character" table.

1. Introduction
Given a finite group G of order n its group matrix XG is defined as follows.
Let xe, xg2, ... , xgn be variables indexed by the elements of G. The nx n
matrix Xq is defined to be the matrix whose (i, j)th entry is x -1 . The

group determinant SG of G is det(Xc).
Although the group determinant first appeared in Frobenius' 1896 paper
[Frl] in which he introduced characters for arbitrary groups, the roots of the
work go back to the discussions of Gauss on the composition of equivalence
classes of quadratic forms. There is a good discussion of the background to
Frobenius' work in [Hal, Ha2]. A natural question arises as to whether nonisomorphic groups necessarily have distinct group determinants. This was posed
by one of the authors in 1986 and was answered by Formanek and Sibley [FS]
in 1990, the positive answer being somewhat surprising. In fact there were already two early remarks in the literature apart from the work of Gauss quoted
above that pointed in this direction. Both of these were described in apostrophies as strange ("merkwürdig") by their authors and were disregarded for a
long time within the development of algebra. The first was by Frobenius in
[Fr2] on matrix transformations and the second occurred in [B] on the subject
of maximal orders of quaternion algebras. Today these phenomena are subsumed under the thesis "from norm invariance to constructive structure theory
and (noncommutative) arithmetics."
A further look at Frobenius' early work reveals functions x^'-Gk -* C defined below in the case where k < 3 that appeared in his algorithm to calculate
the factor of a group determinant that corresponds to an irreducible character
X ■ Some of the properties of these " fc-characters" have been explored in [J]
where it is shown that the A;-characters corresponding to distinct irreducible
characters Xi >Xj are orthogonal in the sense that
g€Gk
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There is also given in [J] a 2-character table of a group G that consists of the
2-characters corresponding to the irreducible representations of degrees greater
than 1 together with "degenerate" characters.
One of the questions raised by Brauer in [Br] is that of determining what
extra information may be added to the (ordinary) character table to completely
determine a group. As a consequence of Frobenius' work and the FormanekSibley result, the knowledge of the k-characters #(fc) of a group for all k and
all irreducible characters x is sufficient to determine a group. Note that if
k > deg(/) then /(fc) = 0. The k-characters thus provide an answer to Brauer's
question, but since the amount of work involved in calculating the ^-characters
for large k is prohibitively large, it becomes interesting to examine the question
of the extent to which the knowledge of the ^-characters for small values of k
determine a group.
2. 3-CHARACTERS

The authors would like to announce the following result.
Theorem. Let G be a finite group, with irreducible characters x\> • • • >Xr over

an algebraically closedfield K with char K ^ 2 and char AT\\G\. Then G is
determined up to isomorphism by the x\ ' » j = 1,...,/",
k=\ ,2,3.
Explicit definitions of the 1-, 2-, and 3-characters corresponding to a character
X are as follows:

X\g) = X(g),

X2(g, h) = X(g)x(h) - X(gh),

X3(g,h,m) = x(g)x(h)x(m) - x(g)x(hm) - x(h)x(gm)
- X(m)x(gh) + x(ghm) + x(gmh).
The proof of the theorem depends on results in [Hoi, Ho2]; the following is

a brief outline:
(i) To each irreducible character / of a finite group G there is associated a
factor cpx of &G ■
(ii) Any factor cp of 8c is a norm-type form. In particular, <p(xy) =
(p(x)tp(y) where x and y are generic elements of the group algebra of G.
(iii) Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over the field K, and let {coi, ... ,
con} be a basis. Define the structure constants {w¡¡} by
0)iCOj= ^2wkjCOk.

Let N be a norm-type form on A , with
N(k -x)

= km-

sx(x)km-{

+ • • • + (-\)msm(x)

where k is an indeterminate and x is a generic element,
X = XiCOi -\-\-

xncon.

If the discriminant of TV is nonzero (which is true for example when N is the
group determinant) it follows that from the knowledge of sx(x), s2(x), and
53(x) the "symmetrised" structure constants
W(ij) = WU + WJi

can be determined.
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(iv) By [Bo, §4, Exercise 26] if /: G -* H is a bijection between finite groups
such that f(gh) is either f(g)f(h)
or f(h)f(g),
then / is either an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism, and hence G and H are isomorphic.
(v) It follows from (iii) and (iv) that the 3-character of the regular representation (which is essentially the same as s^(x) above when N = &G) determines

G.
(vi) The 3-character of the regular representation of G can be formed from
the 1-, 2-, and 3-characters associated to the irreducible representations of G.
This provides, in some sense, a more satisfactory set of invariants for a finite
group. It has also been possible to give a constructive proof of the FormanekSibley theorem using the ideas in the proof of the above theorem.
Another set of invariants for finite groups has been given by Roitman in [Ro].
These invariants consist of an apparently infinite set of integers defined for pairs
of integers n, k that are calculated as the coefficient of the identity in the kth
powers of certain elements of ZG <g>
• • ■<8>
ZC7 (n factors), identifying this ring
with ZG" . We refer the reader to [Ro] for the details, which are of a technical
nature. The 1-, 2-, and 3-characters associated to the irreducible representations
of the group seem to be much more accessible, and moreover, a 3-character table
can be constructed that has convenient orthogonality properties. The question
of whether the 1- and 2-characters alone determine a group is addressed in [JS]
where it is shown that there exist nonisomorphic pairs of groups with the same
2-character table, i.e., with the same 1- and 2-characters.
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